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STATEMENT ANSWER

If a Soul feels a need to learn more about a frequency we call 

Compassion,
yes 100,000

It consults a database which contains information about each 

experiencable life within the play called Earth
yes 100,000

It finds one or more body/minds which will provide the life 

experiences that it needs
yes 100,000

It chooses the body/mind within a specific play that it wishes to 

experience
yef 50,000

Our "play" is what we call "The Universe" yes 50,000

It makes a copy of that part of the play which contains the life of 

the body/mind it wishes to experience
yes 25,000

That copy is a separate dimension from the play yes 25,000

There can be many separate dimensions operating from the play 

which may overlap either partially or fully in  lives experienced
yes 25,000

Each and every life experience is in a separate dimension yes 25,000

Each body/mind experienced resides within it's own dimension yes 25,000

The terms Soul and Experiencer can be used interchangeably yes 50,000

The Experiencer resides within the Dimension no

The Experiencer is attached to the Dimension yes 50,000
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The Experiencer is attached to the body/mind within the 

Dimension
yes 50,000

The Dimension can be influenced by:  

..…Other body/minds in other Dimensions no

.....By other Experiencers no

..…By other Dimensions no

The Experiencer can be influenced by:   

..…Other body/minds in other Dimensions no

.....By other Experiencers no

..…By other Dimensions no

The body/mind within a Dimension can be influenced by energy 

from outside the Dimension - other souls/experiencers
no  

The body/mind within a Dimension can be influenced by energy 

from outside the Dimension - (souls with levels of Consciousness   -

50,000  to +50,000)

no  

All energy frequencies between -25,000 and +25,000 are contained 

within a Dimension
yes infinity

They can neither exit the Dimension nor enter another Dimension yes infinity

The Dimension can be influenced by the Experiencer yes 25,000

The body/mind within a Dimension can be influenced by any 

manifest object within the same Dimension
yes 25,000

The body/mind within the Dimension can be influenced by the 

Experiencer
yes 25,000

The Experiencer can be influenced by the body/mind to which it is 

attached
yes 25,000

The Experiencer experiences the body/mind to which it is 

attached
yes 50,000

Any event in one Dimension can affect another Dimension no
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Two body/minds acting in the same 'play' (eg. Husband and wife) 

can be experienced  within the same Dimension
no  

Only one may be experienced at any one time/dimension yes 25,000

A 'role' within a play "is" the base script. yes 25,000

A particular script is exactly the same for every Experiencer no

Major events within the script remain the same, regardless of how 

the script is Experienced
yes 25,000

There could be a number of Experiencers, experiencing the same 

script 
yes 25,000

But through different Personal Dimensions yes 25,000

The script may contain tens of thousands of props (boss, wife, 

children, neighbor, teacher) within the same Dimension
yes 25,000

Only one role is being experienced, everything else is a prop yes 25,000

Interplay is between the Experiencer and the script is through the 

role being experienced
no  

The script is rewritten based on how the role is being experienced 

by the Experiencer
yes 25,000

If the reaction of the Experiencer to an event is other than what 

was programmed for in the script,  the script changes subtly to 

allow for that reaction

yes 25,000

Consciousness as a whole does the rewriting of the script no

Souls over 100,000 write scripts for body/minds yes  

Souls over 1,000,000 write the overall scripts for the plays yes 1 million

Souls over 1 billion are what we call Creators yes 1 trillion

The original specifications for each play are set by the Creator for 

that play
yes 1 trillion
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The uncleared 'ego' is associated with the body/mind yes 901

The experiences which comprise the ego are stored in the Soul as 

lower level frequencies, as they occur
yes 100,000

These lower frequencies are subconscious memories within the 

Soul
yes 100,000

Which may be experienced, in turn, by a higher level Soul yes 1 million

Through clearing, the volume of lower level frequencies in the Soul 

gets smaller and smaller
yes 1 million

Some lower level frequencies remain, even when the frequency of a 

Soul passes 1 trillion
yes 1 million

What we call God/Creator still experiences some negative 

frequencies
yes 1 trillion

Angels & Archangels may be experienced by higher level souls yes 1 million

The frequency range of Angels is 25,001 to 50,000 yes 50,000
 

They reside within the higher frequencies of the play, the 

frequencies which are called the VOID
yes 50,000

 
Of the script that they have chosen to activate. yes 25,000

 
They may remain with the planet of their last life experienced. yes 25,000

Or go on the another play for different experiences yes 25,000

They are fully manifest no

They are visible to those who are fully manifest no  

They are sometimes visible to children yes 25,000

It is the mind/body of the child that sees no

It is the soul of the child that sees yes 25,000

This play currently has roles for Angels yes 50,000

This planet Earth, currently has Angels (starting 2014) yes 100,000
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From the deaths of people currently experiencing Emerald roles yes 25,000

The frequency range of Archangels is 50,001 - 100,000 yes 100,000

Above 100,000 are souls who are training as creators yes 1 million

LOC = 25,000

LOC = 50,000

The experiencer is alone with the script, within it's own dimension.  All other roles are 

but props.  There is no one to work for, to play for, to experience for, except the ALL.  

If you think you are working for the boss, there is no boss.  If you think you are working 

to please your parents, there are no parents.  If you think you are working for the love of 

your wife, there is no wife.  The one hand clapping is yourself because there is no other 

to hear it within your own dimension except the ALL, and you are  the ALL, you are  the 

dimension.  So, open to work.  Open to play.  Open to love, and the ALL opens to it as you.
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